
Find Briggs & Stratton Model Number 
For most Briggs and Stratton engines, the model, type, and code numbers are located on the air shroud. The model number tells a 
mechanic many things about the engine; its displacement, whether it is a horizontal or vertical shaft, the type of starter, and other 
things. The type number tells things about the application for the engine such as the muffler type, fuel tank, and sometimes even 
the type of equipment the engine was installed on. The code is sort of a serial number. It also tells when the engine was built. For 
most of the engines in service today, the first two numbers of the code number are the last two digits of the year of manufacture. 
The table below gives information about engine model numbers. The diagrams below show model, type, and code number 
locations for most Briggs engines. 

 

 



 

Briggs and Stratton Model, Type and Code numbers 

Briggs and Stratton engines are identified with a MODEL, TYPE and CODE number system and take the form of the example below. 

 

• The MODEL number is either 5 or 6 digits which may contain letters 

• The TYPE number is 4 digits followed by a trim extension of 2 digits. Letters may be used in the extension 
• The CODE number is the machine's serial number. The first two digits are the Year of manufacture, the next two the Month 

and the 5th and 6th are the Day (the example above was made on 7th July 1999) 

The numbers can be in a variety of locations depending upon the engine but are generally to be found either:- 

Stamped into the front, top or side of the main 

cowling. 

These sometimes need corrosion removed or plastic 

cowlings lifted slightly or air filter removed to see. 

 



Stamped into a plate over the exhaust or a bracket 

in front of the carburettor. 

 

Etched into the crankcase side behind the 

carburettor 

or behind the exhaust. 

 

Etched or stamped into the edge of a rocker cover. 

These sometimes need corrosion cleaning off to see. 

 



Etched into an aluminium plate riveted to the 

cowling. 

These can sometime be forced off. If this has 

happened, 

there will be two small pulled out rivet holes. 

 

Etched into the crankcase at the rear. 

 

Etched into the plastic fuel tank (Quantum Mk1 

Model 100708) 

 

Please be aware that engines of unknown history may have had their cover etc. swapped from another. If there are signs that this may 

have happened, please let us know. 

 



 



Briggs & Stratton Model Number Locations 
 

 
 



 

 

 


